
Garden Shop Suppliers 
 

  
We stock a large variety of seeds, bulbs and tubers in season including ranges of insect-friendly 
plants to encourage more wildlife to your garden.  In January the seed potatoes arrive from certified 
Scottish growers.   We have flower and vegetable seeds from Fothergills and Johnsons, including the 
new Sarah Raven ranges of flower seeds which have been specially selected as bee friendly or good 
for scent or as cut flowers.  French company Flora Nove has come up with a range of seed mixes for 
different aspects and to encourage friendly and useful insect and birds into the garden.  All bulbs, 
tubers etc. come from Taylors of Holbeach, suppliers of top quality bulbs for over 90 years. Spring 
flowering bulbs including daffodils, tulips and hyacinths arrive in August and summer-flowering 
varieties including dahlias, lilies and agapanthus arrive in February.   In February and March we 
source, from Lincolnshire growers, snowdrops, winter aconites and bluebells ‘in the green’, ie 
growing bulbs which have a much better establishment rate than dry bulbs.  Our seed potatoes are 
supplied by Taylors and WCF-Phoenix. 

 

 
We’re delighted to offer customers a good range of tools and watering sundries at various price 
points.  Tools are sourced from Wolf Garten, Bulldog, Burgon and Ball, Fiskars, Greenwash and 
Joseph Bentley among others and we have garden forks and spades, hand-trowels or forks with 
stainless steel or carbon steel heads.  The flexible multi-change range from Wolf Garten has 
numerous attachments from a hand-held garden scrapper to a 4m pole with adjustable tree lopper. 
For the professional and very keen gardener a full range of Felco secateurs and spares are stocked. 
For hosepipes, fittings and sprayers we have many of the Hozelock products.  We have all shapes 
and sizes of watering cans both in budget ranges as well as quality Haws cans and accessories. 
 

 
We stock a comprehensive range of sundries for the gardener.    All you need for starting your 
cuttings and seeds off, growing on the developing plants, then maintaining them in maturity is 
available 
  

     
We stock pesticides and weed killers from Bayer and Scotts who produce some of the leading names 
such as ‘Provado’ Ultimate Bug Killer from the former and the ‘Round-up’ range from the latter.  We 
have both organic and inorganic means of controlling slugs and snails and products to eradicate ants 
and rats and mice.  Silent Roar produce a product similar to lion dung to help prevent cats from 
fouling in the garden.  You’ll also find products from Growing Success, Vitax, Armillatox, 6X and 
Plant Works. 
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We have a comprehensive range of bird feeders and food from Tom Chambers and 
Chapelwood.  Whether feeding peanuts, seed mixes, niger seed, fat balls or suet treats we have the 
correct feeders, at various price points.  Tom Chambers bird tables are all British made from FSC 
timbers.  For those plagued by squirrels and crows the Nuttery range, of squirrel- proof feeders are 
excellent products, as are the Jacobi Jayne Squirrel Busters and Squirrel Slinky.  Nest boxes, bat 
boxes, hedgehog houses and other wildlife products are also available. 

   

   
For general potting composts we still prefer the Humax range. They offer a well-blended mix at a 
competitive price.   For peat-free composts and specialist blends we use J. Arthur Bower’s who also 
produce smaller bags of compost for specific plants i.e. houseplant, citrus and cacti.  
For something a bit special the Carr family in Herefordshire use well-rotted farmyard manure, from 
their herd of beef cattle, to blend excellent compost and soil improvers. 
You’ll also find products from the Strulch and Kelkay Aggregates ranges. 

 

 
Lawn care and maintenance can be daunting, so we have the specialist feeds and weed controls for 
these. If sowing a new lawn the newly named DLF Trifolium produce mixes of grass seeds to fit 
various situations and requirements    

 

 
Pots are sourced both in this country and from around the world.  These even include a high grade of 
plastic pot made by Elho in Holland.   The Yorkshire Flowerpots range of terracotta pots are 
guaranteed frost proof for life, so are an extremely good buy, with various shapes to choose from.    
Woodlodge are our main supplier of fibre-clay and glazed pots along with budget ranges of 
terracotta pots and saucers.  Unique have a range of slate trimmed pots and make the sturdiest 
wooden planters we have found.  Jason Wheeler, local to us, produces an extremely popular range 
of planters, staddle stones, bird baths etc. that matches the local Cotswold stone.  

 

 
For something a bit more ornamental Dragonstone birdbaths, statues and quirky animals may fit the 
bill.  We have just sourced, from Enigma, a relatively new range of statuary, made from resin and 
crushed marble. They are less heavy than traditional stone and are hand finished to a high standard. 
Classic and Oriental statues will be available as well as products from Hutton Garden Products and 
Rustic Garden Supplies. 
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We have nets to keep the pigeons off and fleece to protect from frost, canes and stakes to give 
support at all heights and many shapes of metal-supports to keep plants upright.  An extensive range 
of feeds for many types of plants and situations are stocked. The popular 6X poultry manure can be 
bought in large sacks or just a small bucket.  We have an interesting range of Tom Chambers metal 
work products including arches, obelisks and trellis, many of them new designs for this season. All 
are British made to a high standard. This year they have produced a new range of wooden trellis and 
added to the range of outdoor furniture made from FSC sustainable timber.  You’ll also find products 
from Tenax, Haxnicks, Agralan, Flexi-Tie and Garland. 

 

 
To protect you while working around the garden we have a comprehensive range of gardening 
gloves from Town and Country and Globus along with knee pads and cushions from Kneelo and also 
Showa products.  We also have a huge range of Town and Country wellies and a lovely selection of 
children’s wellies in the Yeoman kids range too. 

 

 
Orchids have become very popular plants house plants so from Growth Technology we have 
sourced compost, pots and feeds specifically formulated for them. This company also produce other 
specialist feeds and composts for e.g. bonsai, olive and citrus trees. 

 

 
For those that like the Cottage Delights range of jams, chutneys and marmalades we stock most of 
their range of these. New varieties such as Chocolate Curd and Dumpsy Dearie Jam, made from 
windfall fruits, and are being tried this year. 
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